To sell him, speak his language.
(Start with lots of ones and zeroes.)

BrightDoor™ for Student Housing

Digital on-property and mobile marketing that fits a whole new style

Connect the easy way with the
Connected Generation
Smart, Savvy On-Property + Mobile Solutions for Student Housing

Today, choosing student housing is hardly an academic exercise for new buyers.
After all, there are more options than ever before to filter through, and Generation Z
buyers are used to finding, seeking and buying in a push, pinch and swipe world.
Just consider the implications:
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A touchscreen sales tool
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Put simply, to be in the game with “digital natives,” you’ve got to be where they
are—and command their attention while you’re there (since you’ll only get about
eight seconds of it, on average). And that’s precisely where BrightDoor can help.
With an open API that plays nice with your other technology tools, our plug-n-play
system helps you connect with buyers through:
BrightDoor Kiosk: Think of it as your digital sales partner for lifestyle marketing
and unit selection: Interactive floor plans, galleries and video tours, amenity
highlights—they all come to life on touchscreen kiosks.
BrightDoor Mobile: Keep your brand and inventory status in front of on-the-go
buyers, and trigger “pop-up” push notifications to appear on their mobile devices
during property tours.

BrightDoor Mobile
A branded app that helps
you keep students informed
and engaged throughout
the sales cycle

BrightDoor Central: Rely on a simple, open and powerful marketing- and
content-management tool to push lead flow directly to your sales system.
BrightDoor gives you everything you need to connect with a generation known for
being highly visual, skeptical and influential. Become a quick study today at
www.BrightDoor.com or call us directly at 800-894-5982.

www.brightdoor.com

800-894-5982 (Option 1 for Sales)

BrightDoor is a trademark of BrightDoor Systems, Inc.
TM

Sources for Generation Z Research: Deep Focus (Winter/Spring 2015 Cassandra Report) | Ipsos Media CT (GenZ: The Limitless Generation) | Sparks & Honey (Meet Generation Z)
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